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Abstract: This paper presents an analysis of grammatical gender and agreement
in Durop, a language of the Upper Cross subgroup of Cross River. The data used are
drawn from Kastelein (Kastelein, Bianca. 1994. A phonological and grammatical
sketch of DuRop. Leiden: University of Leiden Scriptie), whose analysis treats
gender as the singular – plural pairings of nouns different from the present
approach. Kastelein identifies eight concord classes (agreement classes); these
form the basis of gender in Durop in the present analysis; as many as 24 agreement
classes are identified here. The various systems comprising nominal classification,
agreement and gender in Durop are compared and discussed. The agreement
system comprises three subsystems of differing numbers of agreement classes.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Cross River and the classification of Durop

The Cross River group comprises three branches, Upper Cross, Lower Cross and
Ogoni (Connell to appear; Villa et al. 2015; see also Connell 1998; Faraclas 1989 for
an older view). Durop [krp] is part of the Upper Cross branch.

Proposals for the internal structure of Upper Cross by Dimmendaal (1978)
and Sterk 1979, n.d.) both using the comparative method and lexicostatistical
evidence differ only in some details; both agree on the major subgroupings
withinUC, that Durop (togetherwith at least Kiong [kkm]) constitutes one of these
major subgroups. The phylogenetic analysis of Cross River presented in Villa
et al. (2015) and Connell (to appear) confirms this assessment. This is of interest in
that several UC languages are known to have functioning agreement-based
gender systems or to show vestiges of a former system. Hohumuno [bcs] (Sterk
1976) is in one of the three major UC branches, while Mbembe [mfn] (Barnwell
1969) and Lokəə [yaz] (Winston 1962) are in another. Together with the present
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work on Durop detailed studies of grammatical agreement are therefore available
for languages from each of the three major branches of UC, making a recon-
struction of the Upper Cross system feasible.

1.2 Durop

Durop [dùɾɔ̂p] is the name the Korop [kɔ̀ɾɔ̂p] use for their language (and to mean
‘language’ generally); one Korop person is [ɔ̀ɾɔ̂p], pluralized [bɔ̀rɔ̂p]. Korop is their
ethnonym, while the neighbouring Efik call them ‘Ododop’. The Korop live mostly
in Ndian Division in the South West Region of Cameroon, within Korup National
Park, and across the international frontier in Cross River State in Nigeria. Ac-
cording to Kastelein (1994), there are 12 Korop villages, eight of which are in
Cameroon, with fewer than 8,000 people, perhaps as few as 5,000. Other sources
suggest higher numbers, but no reliable census has been conducted in either
country in recent years.

1.3 The data

The only available linguistic study of Durop is Kastelein’s (1994) unpublished
undergraduate thesis. This includes a chapter on the Noun and Noun Phrase,
which focuses on questions pertaining to noun classification in a relatively
traditional manner, though without invoking the often seen comparison with
Bantu. Kastelein’s work includes as an appendix a lexical database comprising
some 600 items, approximately 325 of which are nouns, given with both their
singular and plural forms. A number of nouns are listed without a plural form, but
forwhich Kastelein considers that a plural formprobably does exist. Still others are
indicated as being non-count nouns; of these, some are analyzed as being prefix
bearing and others not, although in many of the latter cases the structure of the
word suggests the presence of a prefix, i.e. an initial V or CVwhich fits the patterns
for the nominal forms presented below; Kastelein gives no indication as to why
some are considered to be prefix-bearing while others are not. Of importance to the
understanding of gender and noun classification in Durop is the presence of a
reduced ATR vowel harmony system; in this, mid vowels in prefixes agree in ATR

value with the main vowel of the stem. High vowels i-, u- as prefixes co-occur with
any stem vowel, while a- in a prefix is more restricted in the stem vowels it co-
occurswith; on its own, a- co-occurswith any stem vowel, however da- occurs only
with a as the stem vowel. The same is true of ka- and na- but for one or two
counterexamples which may be considered questionable, and again for ba-,
though in this case there are more counterexamples. Given the relatively small
database, it is difficult to judge the status of these. There are instances where the
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description given is directly contradicted by the accompanying examples. In these
cases I have followed the evidence of the examples.

I have supplemented Kastelein’s data with material from the early study of the
Ekoi (Ejagham) by P. A. Talbot (Talbot 1912). While Talbot’s work is not on Durop,
his comparative wordlist does include Durop (as Ododop). Examples are in a
devised orthography and not tone marked, but helpfully both singular and plural
forms of nouns are included, as well as short phrases. A third available source is
thework of Ekpe Inyang (Inyang 2013, 2014), a native speaker of Durop. These are a
dictionary and Kpewi Durorp, a ‘Learn Durop’ book, respectively. Again, they use a
devised orthography and while it does appear to be systematic, it does not follow
standard conventions. The dictionary does not systematically include or discuss
plural forms though they are sometimes included in Kpewi Durorp. Unless other-
wise indicated all data presented here are from Kastelein (1994).

2 Description

2.1 Durop nominal form classes

2.1.1 Inflectional morphology

Cross River languages whose agreement systems (or their vestiges) have been
studied, show agreement that is marked morphologically on elements related to
the headnounof aNP. This is donewith prefixeswhose shape is conditionedby the
nominal prefix. Durop is no exception. Thirty prefixes, including Ø- and taking
vowel harmony into account, identify 30 nominal form (NF) classes in Durop, listed
in Table 1 below.

2.1.2 Transnumeral nouns and neutral nouns

Transnumeral nouns (TN), i.e. nouns which “do not partake in the normal number
oppositions of a language … [and] do not have different number forms … ”
(Güldemann and Fiedler 2019: 98, fn. 3), are distinguished here from “neutral
nouns” (NTR) (Winston 1962). Several Durop nouns have three forms, singular,
plural and neutral. Although their number referencemay seem in some cases to be
similar to TN nouns, NTR nouns in Durop are distinct from TN in that they also
participate in the normal number oppositions of the language. Examples arewords
such as ká-kám/bá-kám/bú-kám ‘plantain SG/plantains PL/a regime of plantain NTR’,
or ɛ́-nàːmì/í-nàːmì/bú-nàːmì ‘sheep SG’/‘sheep PL’/‘sheep NTR’, where the plural form
may be used for a group of sheep which are counted and the NTR ‘form for the
entire herd’. In most examples the rationale behind the three-way contrast is
relatively transparent; this is less true of other nouns that partake in this contrast,
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Table : Nominal form classes in Durop.

NF Allomorphs Number Example(s) Semantics

A- a- SG á-tút�eb ‘hunter’ human
O- o-, ɔ- SG ó-dòm ‘husband’ human

TN ɔ̀-wɔ̀ná ‘tobacco’ plant
NTR ò-tó:kó ‘peppers’ plant

U- u- SG ú-wɔ́n ‘foot/leg’ anatomical
TN ú-yɛ̀y ‘moon’ naturea

I- i- SG í-núm ‘back’ anatomical
PL í-bɔ̀ ‘arms/hands’ anatomical
TN í-kp�esíní ‘darkness’ abstract
NTR í-s�e ‘villages/towns’ cultural

E- e-, ɛ- SG �e-wôːká ‘bush cow’ animate
TR �e-dúb ‘soup/sauce/stew’ food

DO- do-, dɔ-, da- SG dó-dòm ‘knee’ anatomical
DU- du- SG dú-k�en ‘tail’ anatomical

TN dú-kwéŋ ‘sun’ natural world
DI- di- SG dí-↓s�eŋ ‘buttock’ anatomical
DE- de-, dɛ- SG d�e-sìb ‘calabash’ plant

TN d�e-↓yídí ‘depth’ abstract
KA- ka- SG ká-tày ‘bow’ artifact
KO- ko-, kɔ- SG kó-nów ‘chimpanzee’ animate

TN kò-núm ‘dry season’ natural world
KI- ki- SG kì-támtám ‘thigh’ anatomical

TN kì-màm ‘masquerade’ supernatural
KE- ke-, kɛ- SG k�e-n�ey ‘tree’ plant

TN k�e-b�eːn ‘earth’ natural world
NA- na- PL ná-nàːn ‘stones’ natural world
NO- no-, nɔ- PL nó-bôŋ ‘mats’ artifact

NTR nɔ́-bàsì ‘god’ supernatural
NU- nu- PL nù-ŋm̀kpîk ‘rosette bats’ animate
NI- ni- PL ní-ɲɔ̀ ‘faces’ anatomical

NTR ní-yík ‘horn’ anatomical
NE- ne-, nɛ- PL n�e-d�ey ‘palm trees’ plant
BA- ba- PL bà-ǹtɛ̀m ‘friends’ human
BO- bo-, bɔ- PL bó-dóm ‘husbands’ human
BU- bu- PL bù-kpɔ́k ‘black colobus’ animate

TN bú-n�en ‘thirst’ abstract
NTR bú-sání ‘sand’ natural world

BI- bi- PL bì-m̀byɛ́mbyɛ́m ‘brown water snakes’ animal
BE- be-, bɛ- PL b�e-n�ey ‘trees, sticks’, bɛ́-kɛ́n ‘guests/

strangers’
plant, human

NTR b�e-k�ed ‘body’, ‘self’ anatomical
MUN- mu-, mun-, muɲ-

muŋ-
PL mún-dɛ́k ‘cheeks’ anatomical
TN múŋ-kwáw ‘hunger’ abstract
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such as dú-dìk/í-dìk/ní-dìk ‘rope SG’/‘rope PL’/‘rope NTR’. In contrast, examples of
transnumeral nouns include níːn ‘hair’, and dú-kwéŋ ‘sun’, for which singular and
plural forms are unattested, as well as most liquids.

Durop Nominal Form (NF) classes are given in Table 1 with the allomorph(s) of
each, their number category, a sample noun for each, and an indication of their
semantics. Nominal forms and their allomorphs have no inherent tone, but bear
the same tone as the stem. The semantics of categories are typically heteroge-
neous, so the designation given represents that of the sample noun.

It is noticeable among the nouns bearing a lone consonant as prefix, several
contain long stem vowels; in Table 1, for example, I include k-ûːy ‘bone SG’, b-ûːy
‘bone PL’. These are arguably analysed as kú-ùy, and bú-ùy, respectively, which
would allow ‘bone PL’ to be included in existing NF class, BU-; ku- would require
a class KU-, otherwise unattested, but it would then parallel the presence of DU-,
NU- and BU-. While this would reduce the number of NF classes, further evidence
would be needed to confirm this. In agreement they patternwith the corresponding
NF classes.

2.2 Agreement

2.2.1 Agreement classes in Durop

Agreement (AGR) in Durop exists between a head noun (the trigger) and several
possible associated target elements or domains dependent on the noun: de-
monstratives (DEM); relativized nouns (REL); associative constructions (ASSC); and
numerals (NUM). Agreement also exists between subject and verb (S–V), according
to the subject and grammatical person. Independent possessive pronouns are also
subject to agreement, following the pattern of S–V agreement.

Table : (continued)

NF Allomorphs Number Example(s) Semantics

D- d- SG d-ónò ‘head’ anatomical
K- k- SG k-ûːy ‘bone’ anatomical
N- n- PL n-ónò ‘heads’ anatomical
B- b-, by- PL b-ûːy ‘bones’ anatomical
KW- kw- SG kw-ɛ̂ːn ‘child’ human
Ø- SG câb ‘animal’, ‘meat’ animate

TN níːn ‘hair’ anatomical

aTalbot (: ) has PL kaiye. Here and throughout, upper case forms represent nominal form classes, Arabic
numerals, agreement classes as per column  in Table  or italicized upper case forms as per column  (see
Section ..) and Roman numerals represent genders.
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Agreement markers are generally of a CV shape (in some cases simply V), with
both the C and the V determined by the NF marker, and the V subject to harmony
constraints. The AGR marker is determined by the following rules:
a. if NF = V/i, y/, then AGR → /ɲV/
b. if NF = V/u, o, ɔ, a/, then AGR → /kwV/
c. if NF = V/e, ɛ, Ø /, then AGR → /cV/
d. For all other NF, the AGRC is the same as the NFC; if NF = /dV, nV, kV, bV,mV/, then

AGR →/dV, nV, kV, bV, mV/

Kastelein (1994) groups the NF classes into eight concord (AGR) classes, determined by
the consonant of the AGRmarker, predictable from thoughnot necessarily the same as
the C of the NF; the vowel is determinedby the vowel of the NF and the AGR target. If one
focuses on the AGR target with the greatest differentiation1 (here, S–V), 24 AGR classes
may be established for Durop. However, the agreement system of Durop is complex:
three sets, or sub-systems can be identified according to target: set (a) comprises DEM,
NUM, REL, with eight AGR classes; set (b) ASSC, nearly identical to (a), has seven; and set
(c), the more differentiated system associated with S–V. Table 2 summarizes the
exponents of each AGR class on this basis. The first column gives the AGR class number
following set (c); in the second column, the alphabetical designation used in Kas-
telein (1994) andwhich reflects sets (a) and (b) is given (in italics as explainedbelow);
the number category served (SG, TN, PL, NTR), and the target element: DEM; REL; ASSC; NUM;
andS–Vagreement, respectively, come in the subsequent columns.Organized in this
manner it is possible to compare the two approaches to delimiting AGR classes.

If the NF markers in Table 1 are compared with the AGR markers of set (c), one
will note a near alliterative mapping between NF and S–Vmarkers; however, there
are exceptions to this within S–V;moreover when one considers the overall system
of Durop, it is clear it is not alliterative (see also rules a–d above).

2.2.2 Examples of agreement classes

2.2.2.1 Agreement with demonstratives
There are two demonstrative markers in Durop each of which is inflected for
number, proximal (PROX) and distal (DIST). Both are composed of the consonant
associated with the given NF class plus a vowel. For PROX, vowel quality depends on
rules given here. For DEM.DIST, the vowel is /ɔ̂/, homophonouswith the REL.SBJ marker
(see below). The examples below are first of PROX together with the rules governing
vowel alternations (examples (1)–(3)), and in (4) of DIST in contrast with PROX.

1 As proposed by Güldemann and Fiedler (2019: 98) for ‘schematic representations’.
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2.2.2.1.1 Proximal
i) if the consonant of the NF is [+labial] and the vowel is [+high], the AGR vowel is

also [+high, +labial]; if the NF consonant is [-labial] (or Ø), and the vowel [+high,
αlabial], the AGR vowel is also [+high, αlabial]:

(1) a. ú-wàn kwû
U.A-boat A:DEM
‘this boat’

b. í-tá ɲî
I.B-clothes B:DEM
‘these clothes’

c. míní mû
Ø-water.H H:DEM
‘this water’

Table : Agreement classes showing the different exponents of each class.

AGR Kastelein Number DEM NUM REL.SBJ ASSC S–V NF

 A SG kwô kwo- kwɔ̂ à a- A-
 A SG, TN, NTR kwô kwo- kwɔ̂ à O- O-
 A SG, TN kwû kwu- kwɔ̂ à u- U-
 B SG, TN, PL ɲî ɲi- ɲɔ̂ à i- I-
 C SG, TN cê ce- cɔ̂ à / E- E-
 C SG, TN cê ce- cɔ̂ Cà E- Ø-
 D SG dê de- dɔ̂ dà dO- DO-
 D SG, TN dû du- dɔ̂ dà du- DU-
 D SG dî di- dɔ̂ dà di- DI-
 D SG, TN dê de- dɔ̂ dà dE- DE-
 E SG kê ke- kɔ̂ kà ka- KA-
 E SG, TN kwô kwo- kwɔ̂ kà kO- KO-
 E SG, TN kî ki- kɔ̂ kà ki- KI-
 E SG, TN kê ke- kɔ̂ kà kE- KE-
 F PL nê na- nɔ̂ nà nE- NA-, NE-
 F TN, PL, NTR nê na- nɔ̂ nà nO- NO-
 F PL kwû kwu- kwɔ̂ nà nu- NU-
 F PL, NTR kwû kwu- kwɔ̂ nà ni- NI-
 G PL bê be- bɔ̂ bà ba BA-
 G PL bê be- bɔ̂ bà bO- BO-
 G TN, PL, NTR kwû kwu- kwɔ̂ bà bu- BU-
 G PL kwû kwu- kwɔ̂ bà bi- BI-
 G TN, PL bu ba- bɔ̂ bà bE- BE-
 H TN, PL mû mu- mɔ̂ mà mu- MUN-, Ø-

The shape of the different AGR markers is discussed in the relevant subsections, below in Section ...
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ii) if the NF vowel is [–high, +back], the DEM vowel is /o/; e.g.:

(2) á-báŋ kwô
A.A-waterpot A:DEM
‘this waterpot’

iii) in all other cases the vowel of DEM is /e/; e.g.:

(3) a. é-nén cê
E.C-way C:DEM
‘this way’

b. nɔ́-tɔ́ nê
NO.F-song F:DEM
‘these songs’

2.2.2.1.2 Proximal versus Distal
The examples in (4) show PROX compared to the corresponding DIST, in which the
vowel is unchanging, /ɔ̂/.

(4) a. ɛ́-nɔ̀ cê ɛ́-nɔ̀ cɔ̂
E.C-house C:DEM.PROX E.C-house C:DEM.DIST
‘this house’ ‘that house’

b. bó-cú bê bó-cú bɔ̂
BO.G-thief G:DEM.PROX BO.G-thief G:DEM.DIST
‘these thieves’ ‘those thieves’

2.2.2.2 Agreement in numerals
Numerals agree with the noun following the pattern of PROX DEM. Exceptions are
foundwith NFNV- andBV-which, rather than the expected AGRmarkers ne-, be-, take
instead na-, ba-. Rather than a falling tone, as for DEM, the AGR tone is polar to the
preceding tone, and also copied to the numeral itself. Examples are the following:

(5) a. ɔ̂-kɔ̀kɔ̀ kwó-ní
O.A-leopard A-one
‘one leopardʼ

b. cа̂b cɛ́-nɛ́ŋ
Ø-animal.C C-five
‘five animals’
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2.2.2.3 Agreement in relative constructions
The REL marker is CV; like DEM, the C is determined according to the rules given
above. If the relativized noun functions as subject, the vowel of the marker is /ɔ̂/;
i.e. it is homophonouswith the DEM.DIST marker. If the relativized noun is the object,
a second relative marker is added, the vowel of which is /à/:

(6) a. ɔ́-nɛ́ kwɔ̂ ó-sínì
O.A-person A:REL.SUB 3SG-refuse
‘the man who refused’

b. ɔ́-nɛ́ kwɔ̂ kwà ń-nníŋ
O.A-person A:REL.SUB A:REL.OBJ 1SG-see
‘the man that I saw’

2.2.2.4 Agreement in associative constructions
Genitives are themain formof ASSC construction, but ordinal expressions, quantifying
and qualifying expressions, and locative constructions are secondary types. The
differences between the former and the latter do not affect the agreement patterns of
Durop, so illustrative examples here are of noun + noun genitive constructions.
Associative constructions may involve tone changes on the second noun; these too
are independent of agreement patterns. The ASSC marker is realized as follows: for
nounswhose NF is a vowel, it is à; where the NF is of CV shape, it is Cà, where C copies
the consonant of the NF. For nouns with NF Ø-, the initial consonant of the noun root
serves. If the second noun of the construction begins with a vowel, the à of the ASSC

marker assimilates to the vowel of the noun, as shown in the examples in (7):

(7) a. ɛ́-nɔ̀ à -kwây (<àà-kwây)
E.C-house C:ASSC A.A-queen
‘house of the queen’

b. kɔ̂d kǔ -bɔ́ (< kà ú-bɔ́)
Ø-neck.C C:ASSC:U.A -arm
‘neck of the arm’ (‘wrist’)

2.2.2.5 Subject – verb agreement
Agreement between subject and verb is marked with a prefix on the verb, deter-
mined by the NF.Where the NF is a vowel, this vowel forms the AGRmarker, subject to
the vowel harmony constraints discussed above. Similarly, where the NF is Ø-, the
AGRmarker is a vowel. In all other cases, themarker follows the pattern of proximal
DEM. Tonal variation on the AGR marker exists but is not germane to the present
discussion. S–V agreement is shown in the following examples:
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(8) a. í-càb í-báːd ńdɔ̀
I.B-animal B-stand there
‘the animals are standing there’

b. cа̂b ɛ̀-báːd ńdɔ̀
Ø-animal.C C-stand there
‘the animal is standing there’

When the antecedent noun is absent S–V agreement applies according to the un-
derstood subject, e.g. (dú-kwéŋ) dǔ-nêmì ‘(the sun) is shining’. Compound subjects
are marked with bE-, 3PL; if agreement in (9) were with k-ûːn ‘tortoise’ the conju-
gated verb would be kú-dùmà; if with mún-tòd ‘birds’, it would be mú-dùmà.

(9) k-ûːn nà mún-tòd bé-dùmà dù-dùm
K.C-tortoise and MU.H-bird 3PL-play DU.D-game
‘The tortoise and the birds played a game.’

2.2.3 Nominal form classes versus agreement classes

A mapping of NF classes to AGR classes is shown in Figure 1, based on the AGR

patterns of set (a) described above in Section 2.2.1. It is a convergent system
(Corbett 1991), with several NF classes corresponding to each of the AGR classes. This
reflects themorphophonological structure of the AGR classes, i.e. themake up of AGR
classes determined according to the consonant of the NF, with the vowel being
largely determined by the rules stated above, together with considerations of
vowel harmony. In only one case, Ø-, does a NF map onto two AGR classes. This
regularity may be interpreted as a reflection of a stage in the evolution toward an
alliterative agreement system. This interpretation is reinforced in the difference in
NF – AGR mappings when seen comparing set (a) and set (c) (the latter not shown
here, but evident in Table 2, where there is a near one-to-one correspondence
between NF and AGR classes; i.e. it is a ‘parallel’ system in Corbett’s (1991) terms. A
mapping of NF – AGR correspondences for set (b), also not shown would be very
similar to that of set (a).

2.3 The behavior of nominal lexemes

2.3.1 The deriflection system

Most nouns in Durop fall into sets of singular–plural pairings, grouped according
to their NF prefix; “genders” in Kastelein’s work, here deriflection classes (DERF).
Figure 2 illustrates the DERF classes present in Durop. Following Corbett’s (1991)
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usage regarding genders, I draw a distinction between “quorate” and “inquorate”
DERF classes (and for genders, below).

Inquorate classes are, “those postulated on the basis of an insufficient number
of nouns, which should instead be lexically marked as exceptions.” (Corbett 1991:
170). Deciding how many members make a class (or gender) quorate is arbitrary.
However, it is important not to overstate the number of classes by including those
with only few members or, conversely, to understate the number of classes by
treating themas exceptions. The relatively small database used in this study,makes
it particularly important to recognize inquorate groupings since an expanded
database might well change the situation. This possibility is underscored by
consideration of the data available in Inyang (2013): Kastelein’s database contains
just two nouns in NF KI-, both with plural NF BI-, and a third KI- form which is TN;

Figure 1: Relationship between NF and AGR based on AGR set (a).
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Inyang’s dictionary contains 33 nouns in KI-. He does not give plural forms in his
dictionary, but in the absence of any other plural marking NF associated with KI-, it
is reasonable to assume that many of these would pluralize in BI-; six of the 33 are
abstract nouns and are thus likely to be TN. Here, a singular–plural pairingwith just
one or two members is treated as an inquorate DERF class.

There are 44 DERF classes in Durop, 24 of which are inquorate. TN nouns are
excluded from this count; these are discussed below. NTR nouns have been
included since they also share regular SG-PL marking. They could plausibly be
considered sub-classes of the relevant DERF class. Of the 20 quorate classes, the
most frequently occurring is E-/BU- with 26 members, while I-/MUN- has 17 and
U-/NA- has 14members; the average class count is 9 nouns. The high frequency of
E-/BU- may be in part an artifact of the database in that most nouns referring to
animals, items frequently collected in early research on a language, are in this
class. Structural reasons, however, may play a role in the common occurrence of
the I-/MUN- and U-/NA- pairings: while in general singular NFs in Durop tend to
pair with multiple plural NFs, I- pairs only withMUN-, and similarly U- pairs only
with NA- (and with I- as an inquorate deriflection class).

Figure 2 shows quorate DERF classes with solid lines and inquorate classes with
broken lines. It is a “crossed” system – convergent in both directions (Corbett 1991,
following Heine 1982). Among the quorate DERF classes there is an approximately
equal number of singular and plural NFs, and given this it is interesting to note that
only one NF, I-, serves both singular and plural functions. Among the quorate DERF,
singular-marking NF I- pairs with just one PL, however as PL it pairs with six SG NFs,
aswell as three others if the inquorate classes are included; from this perspective, it
is the most frequent. Nevertheless, it is not the most common PL marker; this is BU-
which in pairing with five SG NFs is the marker for 66 PL nouns in the database
compared to 40 that take I-.

There are two groups of transnumeral nouns thatmay be associatedwith quorate
paired DERF classes, those in MUN- and those in BU-. As indicated in the preceding
paragraphs, these NFs behavedifferently in their pairings; PLMUN-onlypairswith SG I-,
while PL BU- pairs with five SG NFs. On this basis nouns in TNMUN- are associated with
the DERF class I-/MUN-, as pluralia tantum; in contrast to this, there is no basis for
associating TN BU- to any one of the five DERF classes in which PL BU- participates,
indicating TNBU-mayconstituteavalid single class DERF. Thereare alsoeight inquorate
groups of TN, found in NF classes U-, I-, E-, DE-, DU-, KI-, KE- and BE-. Of these only U-
andKI-associatewitha single DERF class,while theothers, likeBU-, are associatedwith
as many as four. Treating these as single class DERF would raise the number of deri-
flections in Durop to 51, however doing so would be contrary to the purpose of using
the notion of inquorate classes, as discussed earlier.
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2.3.2 The gender system of Durop

The gender system of Durop – the pairing of the agreement classes established in
Section 2.2.1 – is presented in Table 3 and Figure 3. Table 3 includes the frequency

Figure 2: Deriflection classes in Durop.
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Figure 3: The gender system of Durop.

Table : Durop genders.

Gender Freq AGR pairing Semantics

I  kwV-/nV- mixed
II  kwV-/bV- human
III (inquorate)  kwV-/ɲV-
IV  ɲV-/muN- mixed, non-human animate
V  cV-/bu- non-human animate
VI  cV-/ɲV- artefact, mixed
VII  cV-/ɲV-/bV- non-human animate, mixed
VIII  dV-/nV- anatomical, mixed
IX (inquorate)  dV-/nV-/ɲV-
X  dV-/ɲV- mixed
XI  dV-/ɲV-/nV- mixed
XII (inquorate)  dV-/mVN-
XIII (inquorate)  dV-/kwV-
XIV (inquorate)  dV-/bV-
XV  kV-/bV- non-human animate, mixed
XVI (inquorate)  kV-/ɲV-
XVII (inquorate)  kV-/nV-
XVIII (inquorate)  cV-/mVN-
XIX (inquorate)  dV-/cV-
XX  muN- mass, liquid
XXI (inquorate)  cV-/ba-
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of the genders and information on the semantic content of those genders which are
quorate; inquorate genders have too few members to permit generalization.
Twenty-one genders have been established, 11 of which are quorate. As Table 3
shows, the frequency of genders varies from 34 members for the largest to all but
one of the inquorate genders having just one member. Genders VII, IX, and XI
could arguably be considered subgenders of genders VI, VIII, and X respectively
(i.e. and be labeled VIa, VIIIa, and Xa), since they share the same agreement
pairing as the latter three and differ only in also having a NTR form of the noun.
This would have the effect of reducing the number of distinct genders and
recognizing the relationship between themembers of each pair, and also reduce by
one the number of inquorate genders.

The four largest genders are Gender I, V, XV and II. These are all semantically
heterogeneous except for Gender II which, with one known exception, contains
only human nouns. In the database just four human nouns are found outside this
gender, viz, ú-kòd/nó- ‘in-law’ (GEND I); ɔ̀-kád/nà- ‘European (GEND I); ńsàŋà/bú-
‘friend’ (GEND V), and ǹtɛ̀m/bà- ‘friend’ (GEND XXI), all of which are loanwords from
neighboring languages, either Efik or Ejagham.

Loanwords in Durop gravitate to one of two genders. Unsurprisingly, these
are the two largest genders, I and V, which contain 17 of 22 identified loans.
However, Gender XV, with a comparable number of total items has none, sug-
gesting there may be a structural reason why loans have gone to these two gen-
ders. Sixteen of the borrowed nouns are fromEfik and have either a V-prefixwhich
can readily be associated with a DERF class in Durop leading to Gender I or Gender
V, or they have a N-prefix, re-analysed as Ø-, again leading to Gender I or Gender
V; i.e. there is nothing intrinsic to a particular gender that makes it a target for
loanwords, it is the structure of the loanword itself which determines its desti-
nation vis-à-vis gender.

Figure 3 shows the pairing of the AGR classes. Both quorate and inquorate
genders show convergence in both directions, i.e. the system is crossed. Among the
quorate genders one marker, ɲV-, serves both SG and PL functions, while among
inquorate genders, cV- is found with both.

2.3.3 Examples of genders, content and AGR pairing

Table 4 gives examples of the content of the quorate genders. These reflect the
semantically mixed nature of the genders. Examples of the borrowings from Efik
are included with Gender I and Gender V to illustrate the relation between loan-
word structure and destination gender.
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Table : Examples of gender content (quorate genders).

Gender AGR pairing Examples Gloss

I kwV-/nV- ú-kwàw/ná- armpit
ú-kòd/nó- in-law (Efik)

II kwV-/bV- ɔ̀-fád/bà- twin
ɔ́-kɛ́n/bɛ́- guest, stranger

IV ɲV-/mVN- í-núm/mú- back
í-kpɔ́/múŋ- hawk

V cV-/bV- �e-wôːkà/bú- bush cow
ɛ̀-kpà/bù- bag (Efik)

VI cV-/ɲV- ɛ́-tá/í- cloth
ɛ́-bád/í- shoulder

VII cV-/ɲV-/bV- ɛ́-kɔ̀ːd/í-/bú- cobra
ɛ́-nàːmí/í-/bú- sheep

VIII dV-/nV- dá-bày/ná- breast
dɔ́-tɔ́/nɔ́ song

X dV-/ɲV- dú-nùŋ/í- ear
dú-kwáŋ/í- leaf

XI dV-/ɲV-/nV- dú-wàm/í-/ní- half
dú-dìk/í-/ní- rope

XV kV-/bV- ká-tày/bú- bow (weapon)
k�e-kwé/bú- thorn

XX muN- mú-nɔ̀ŋ ashes
mú-nók wine, beer

Examples from the four largest genders and the single class gender are given in
(10)–(14), based in part on those examples presented in (1)–(9) above.

(10) Gender I
a. ú-wàn kwɔ̂ ú-nɔ̂mì

U.A-boat A:REL A:SBJ-be_good
‘the boat that is good’

b. ná-wàn nɔ̂ bɛ́-nɔ̂mì
NA.F-boat F:REL 3PL-be_good
‘the boats that are good’

(11) Gender II
a. ɔ́-nɛ́ kwɔ̂ ó-sínì

O.A-person A:REL 3SG-refuse
‘the man who refused’

b. bɛ́-nɛ́ bɔ̂ bɛ́-sínì
BV.G-person G:REL 3PL-refuse
‘the men who refused’
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(12) Gender V
a. é-bòn cê

E.C-goat C:DEM
‘this goatʼ

b. bú-bòn bû
bu.G-goat G:DEM
‘these goats’

(13) Gender XV
a. kó-bô:b kà í-tòd

KV.E-wing E:ASSC I.A-bird
‘the wing of the bird’

b. bú-bô:b bà í-tòd
BU.G-wing G:ASSC I.A-bird
‘the wings of the birdʼ

(14) Gender XX (single class)
a. mú-nók mɔ̂ mú-nɔ̂mì

MUN.H-wine H:REL H:SBJ-be_good
‘wine which is good’

b. míní mû
Ø-water.H H:DEM
‘this water’

2.3.4 Deriflections versus genders

The relationship between DERF classes and GEND can be seen in comparing Figures 2
and 3 but more directly in a mapping of DERF classes to GEND as in Figure 4. Only
quorate genders are included. Inquorate genders are all parallel.

Of the 11 quorate genders, five show a convergent relationship with deri-
flection classes, while six have a parallel relationship, suggesting difficulty in
characterizing the overall system as parallel or convergent.

The more important point however is not how the overall system is charac-
terized, but the absence of bi-uniqueness across the system, with 22 DERF overall
mapping to 11 GEND, with some instances of convergence while others are parallel.
These mismatches emphasize the existence of the separate subsystems. The ele-
ments of the DERF system are determined by phonological and/or morphological
considerations, as outlined earlier: some NFs are comprised of simply V- and others
are CV-, with the constraints of the vowel harmony system playing a role in
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determining the vowel. On the other hand, the gender system is morphosyntactic
in nature and reflects the relationship between elements in the phrase.

3 Summary and discussion

3.1 Noun classification and agreement in Durop

The preceding sections have presented a concise view of noun classification and
grammatical agreement in Durop. Nouns are grouped into deriflection classes
based on their singular-plural nominal form pairings. There are 30 NF classes,
discussed in Section 2.1, five of which are consonant only. These consonants

Figure 4: Relationship between deriflection classes and quorate genders.
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correspond to those found in the CV- NFs, so it is possible that they may be
subsumed by the corresponding NF. The available evidence is insufficient to
determine their status so they have been left here as independent NFs; however it
seems likely that further evidencewould prompt their being unitedwith the CV- NF.
As triggers of agreement, they patternwith the corresponding CV NF. Forty-four DERF
classes have been identified, not including possible single class deriflections, 24 of
which are inquorate. The DERF system is crossed, i.e. shows convergence in both
directions. Four of these DERF classes (two quorate) involve a three-way number
contrast, SG versus PL versus NTR.

The NFs trigger agreement with at least six elements related to the noun,
described in Section 2.2. S–V agreement follows the NF of the trigger and so involves
the different S–V AGR markers. One may notice the absence of adjectives as AGR

targets; there is none present in the data, and Kastelein’s only comment is a foot-
noted reference to ‘the lack of adjectives in the language’ (Kastelein 1994: 50, fn. 6).

There are 21 genders in Durop, 11 of which are quorate. Other than GEND II,
which contains human nouns, there is little semantic basis to any of the genders.
In this it follows the trend found in languages across Niger-Congo including
several in which only bare vestiges of a former system remain, e.g. the neigh-
boring Lower Cross languages (Connell 1987). GENDs I and IV are the preferred
destination for loanwords, with the destination determined by the structure of
the loanword.

In most of these characteristics Durop may be said to be typical of East Benue-
Congo languages (see Good 2018).Where agreement inDurop is unlike that inmost
other EBC languages is in the intriguing existence of three separate subsystems, or
sets, in its AGR patterns: set (a) involves eight AGR classes; set (b) seven; and set (c),
24 AGR classes. These sub-systems differ in their nature; sets (a) and (b) are crossed,
like the DERF system, while set (c) is parallel. Nothing should be read into the fact
that both the DERF system and AGR subsystems (a), (b) are crossed; as pointed out
above, the deriflection system is based in phonological and morphological
considerations, while the gender system reflects the relationships that exist be-
tween elements in the phrase. As the number of AGR classes in (c) indicates, it is the
latter which is least representative; as its parallel nature may suggest, it is near
alliterative. The classes of sets (a) and (b) are differentiated by vowel quality – i.e.
they are ‘alliterative’ in their consonants – leading one to speculate as to whether
agreement in Durop is moving away from an earlier single system which was
alliterative, or toward one.
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3.2 Durop and other Upper Cross agreement systems

It should now be possible to attempt a reconstruction of the system that existed in
Proto-Upper Cross. The studies mentioned in Section 1.1 approach agreement from
the same perspective as adopted here:2 a distinction is made between deriflection
and gender, if not explicitly using these terms, in determining the AGR patterns or
classes present.

Briefly, the following characteristics of AGR in the four languagesmay be noted:
there is a common set of AGR targets: DEM, NUM, REL, ASSC and SBJ-VB which may be
assumed to have existed in PUC; each of the four has an agreement system
comprising different subsystems, andwhile these differ in detail, it is probable that
their origin must be found in PUC. There are also, of course, differences across the
four languages. Exploration of these remains for future work and will lead to the
reconstruction of noun classification and agreement systems in Proto-Upper Cross.

Abbreviations

Abbreviations follow the Leipzig glossing rules, except the following:

AGR agreement class
ASSC associative
ATR advanced tongue root
C consonant
DERF deriflection
GEND gender
NTR neutral noun
NF nominal form
NP noun phrase
NUM numeral
S-V subject–verb
TN transnumeral noun
V vowel
UC Upper Cross

Acknowledgments: Thanks to TomGüldemann and Ines Fielder for organizing this
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detail and patience, and to an anonymous reviewer for their comments. This is a
better paper as a result.

2 “[T]he criterion for a class system is taken to be the presence of syntactical concord.” (Winston
1962: 51).
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